### GENERAL PRODUCT FEATURES:

- compatible with all mobile AV Stumpfl screen systems
- low transport volume
- hardened aluminum alloy EN-AW 6063
- optional black anodized
- 5 years of warranty

### SET UP HEIGHT:
Set-up heights are points of reference and have to be adapted in accordance with the screen size and ambient conditions. Set-up height based on absolute vertical positioning without additional force effects (e.g.: wind, air condition draught...). Leg supports have a telescopic element that is tightened with two wing screws.

### SPECIAL LEGS

#### T 32 DEMO
BFZ-FST/T32/DEMO (silver)
BFZ-FST/B/T32/DEMO (black)
- small version of T32 leg for DEMO screens and extra small screens
- set-up height adjustable in steps of 6" (152,4mm)

#### AT 32 NFB
BFZ-FST/AT/NFB (silver)
BFZ-FST/B/AT/NFB (black)
- NFB - no front base
- special version of AT32 leg for set up without front base at minimum or very low set-up height
- additional safeguarding and/or weight on the rear base profile is essential
- set-up height adjustable in steps of 6" (152,4mm)

#### AT 64 FB
BFZ-FST/AT64/FB (silver)
BFZ-FST/B/AT64/FB (black)
- FB - foldable base
- special version of AT64 with foldable front base for set up with free space in front of the projection screen
- minimum set up height 26" (700mm)
- additional safeguarding and/or weight on the rear base profile is essential
- set-up height adjustable in steps of 6" (152,4mm)

#### Central stand
BFZ-FST/CS/32 (silver)
BFZ-FST/B/CS/32 (black)
- special leg version for centered hanging of VARIO32, MONOBLOX 32 and MONOCLIP 32 screen systems
- set-up height of top screen edge infinitely variable from 89" (226 cm) to 120" (305cm)
- telescopic elements are tightened with two wing screws
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